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Monday night, Billy's homework included assignments in five major
subjects. He spent all evening before bedtime working on papers,
problems, and labs. He did succeed in finishing all his assignments
before crawling into bed and was pleased to find out that he did
reasonably well in all of them too. Determine the full name of each of Billy's
teachers, what subjects Billy had homework in, and what he got for a grade on each
assignment.
Note: In the United States, the letter grades used are A, B, C, D, and F, where A is the
highest grade and F is flunking. The grades can also have a + or - associated with them.
So an A+ is higher than an A, which is higher than an A-.
1. The lowest grade of all his assignments was the C+ he got on his algebra homework.
Mr. Callahan graded his assignment with an A-.
2. Tom Walker didn't teach history or Latin.
3. Billy got a higher grade on his physics homework than he got on the homework that
Ms. Grant corrected but a lower grade than on the homework he passed in to his Latin
teacher.
4. Mr. Walsh, who didn't teach history, gave Billy a B on his homework.
5. George, who didn't give Billy an A, didn't teach physics. Amanda didn't teach history.
6. From lowest grade to highest grade, Billy's homework was represented by: Heidi,
English, the homework he got a B+ on, Tony's class, and the class whose teacher's name
is Bradley.
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